{"id":33863,"date":"2019-02-28T17:07:06","date_gmt":"2019-02-28T11:37:06","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/?p=33863"},"modified":"2019-02-28T17:21:37","modified_gmt":"2019-02-28T11:51:37","slug":"benchmark-lean-six-sigma-green-belt-sample-paper-benchmarksixsigma-com","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/33863.html","title":{"rendered":"Benchmark Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Sample Paper : benchmarksixsigma.com"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><u>Name of the Organisation <\/u><\/strong>: Benchmark Six Sigma Pvt. Ltd.<br \/>\n<strong><u>Exam <\/u><\/strong>: Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Exam<br \/>\n<strong><u>Subject <\/u><\/strong>: Background,Analyze,Define,Measure,etc<br \/>\n<strong><u>Document Type <\/u><\/strong>: Sample Question Paper<br \/>\n<strong><u>Website <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.benchmarksixsigma.com\/sample-question-papers\/\" target=\"_blank\" rel=\"nofollow noopener\">https:\/\/www.benchmarksixsigma.com\/sample-question-papers\/<\/a><\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad1\" id=\"quads-ad1\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-01 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"8416227722\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<h2>Benchmark Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Sample Paper<\/h2>\n<p>You can begin your business excellence journey with Benchmark by starting with Lean Six Sigma Green Belt, following up with a program of relevance; Most people take up Black Belt soon.<\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad2\" id=\"quads-ad2\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-02 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"9892960926\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<blockquote><p><strong><u>Related <\/u><\/strong>:\u00a0 Benchmark Lean Six Sigma Black Belt Sample Question Paper : <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/33870.html\">www.pdfquestion.in\/33870.html<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<p>Seen by many as a life changing program, this program shall change the way you look at processes, excellence and improvement and help you carry out projects<\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"alignnone size-medium\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/images2019\/sigma1.jpg\" width=\"1255\" height=\"453\" \/><\/p>\n<h2>Background<\/h2>\n<p>1. Please carry out Anderson- Darling normality test for the data provided in Table 1. What is the p-value and inference at 5% significance level?<br \/>\np-value is 0.533 and data are normally distributed with stated mean and standard deviation<br \/>\np-value is 0.533 and data are not normally distributed with stated mean and standard deviation<br \/>\np-value is 0.533 and data are not normally distributed with stated mean and standard deviation<br \/>\np value is 0.2533 and data are exponentially distributed with stated mean and standard d deviation<\/p>\n<p>2. What % of points fall between 70 and 90 in the box plot shown in figure?<br \/>\n25%<br \/>\n50%<br \/>\n75%<br \/>\n20%<\/p>\n<p>3. For the data provided in table 3, please compute Arithmetic Mean, sample standard deviation and median<br \/>\nMean=69.43, stdev=6.4, Median=70<br \/>\nMean=69.13, stdev=5.4, Median=70<br \/>\nMean=68.43, stdev=5.7, Median=72<br \/>\nMean=68.13, stdev=4.9, Median=74<\/p>\n<p>4. For the data provided in table 4, which of the following measures is a robust measure of central tendency?<br \/>\nArithmetic mean<br \/>\nMedian<br \/>\nMode<br \/>\nRange<\/p>\n<p>5. Assuming the data follows perfect normal distribution, what % of the values fall +- 2 sigma of the mean?<br \/>\n68.27%<br \/>\n95.46%<br \/>\n99.73%<br \/>\n90%<\/p>\n<p>6. If Sample Variance is 24.01, Range=10, Sample standard deviation is equal to<br \/>\n4.4<br \/>\n5.1<br \/>\n4.9<br \/>\n576.48<\/p>\n<p>7. What is sometimes called the 8th waste in Lean?<br \/>\nInventory<br \/>\nUnder-utilisation of talent and skills<br \/>\nWaiting<br \/>\nOver-Production<\/p>\n<p>8. A box plot displays:<br \/>\nMedian<br \/>\nRange<br \/>\nInter-Quartile Range<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<p>9. Which of the following is a discrete distribution?<br \/>\nF-distribution<br \/>\nNormal<br \/>\nt- distribution<br \/>\nPoisson<\/p>\n<p>10. Radical Re-engineering is commonly associated with<br \/>\nDMAIC<br \/>\nLean<br \/>\nDMADV<br \/>\nISO<\/p>\n<h2>Define<\/h2>\n<p>1. Which of the following elements is not part of the project charter in Define Phase?<br \/>\nCTQ and Goals<br \/>\nBusiness Case<br \/>\nList of validated root causes<br \/>\nTeam members<\/p>\n<p>2. The GM of a multiplex is worried about the dwindling sales number and empty seats in the auditorium. Which of the following is the most appropriate CTQ that relates to the GM\u2019s worry?<br \/>\nDelivery time<br \/>\nCustomer Satisfaction<br \/>\nOccupancy %<br \/>\nQuality<\/p>\n<p>3. The main deliverable of Define Phase is<br \/>\nRoot causes<br \/>\nProject Charter<br \/>\nEvaluation of Current Performance<br \/>\nStandardized Processes<\/p>\n<p>4. Please identify the critical path. Refer to data in table<br \/>\nADFG<br \/>\nACEG<br \/>\nABEG<br \/>\nABEF<\/p>\n<p>5. What section of the project charter helps the most in creating urgency in Senior Management?<br \/>\nCTQ and Goals<br \/>\nProject Plan<br \/>\nTeam members<br \/>\nBusiness Case<\/p>\n<p>6. Which tool can be used to scope a Six Sigma project?<br \/>\nSIPOC<br \/>\nCPM<br \/>\nGantt Chart<br \/>\nControl Charts<\/p>\n<p>7. CTQs can be identified from<br \/>\nVOC<br \/>\nVOB<br \/>\nCOPQ<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<p>8. Pareto Plots can be used in<br \/>\nDefine Phase to select a project from a list of projects<br \/>\nAnalyze Phase to identify Potential Xs<br \/>\nAnalyze Phase to identify Critical Xs<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<h2>Measure<\/h2>\n<p>1. The specifications for Room temperature is as follows: USL=24, LSL=18, Process Average=22 and standard deviation is 1. What is the Zlt?<br \/>\n3<br \/>\n5<br \/>\n4<br \/>\n2<\/p>\n<p>2. 2000 forms were inspected, 127 forms were incomplete and therefore considered defective. What is Zlt?<br \/>\n2.53<br \/>\n1.53<br \/>\n1.03<br \/>\n2.63<\/p>\n<p>3. 1000 projectors were inspected. 64 defects were observed. Consider OFE unknown. What is Zlt?<br \/>\n1.64<br \/>\n1.73<br \/>\n1.24<br \/>\n1.54<\/p>\n<p>4. For diameter of a ball, the Cp is 0.75, and Cpk is 0.75. We wish to improve the capability of the process. What should we do?<br \/>\nMove mean closer to target<br \/>\nReduce variation<br \/>\nBoth \u2018a\u2019 and \u2018b\u2019<br \/>\nNone of the above<\/p>\n<p>5. The FTY yield of four sub-processes is 99%, 98%, 99% and 97%. What are the RTY and Zlt?<br \/>\nRTY =94.63% and Zlt=1.61<br \/>\nRTY =93.63% and Zlt=1.52<br \/>\nRTY =94.17% and Zlt=1.57<br \/>\nRTY =93.17% and Zlt=1.49<\/p>\n<p>6. The average delivery time of a product = 22, standard deviation=6, what is the expected DPMO if the delivery is desired within 30 minutes? (Assume delivery time follows normal distribution)<br \/>\n90143<br \/>\n85243<br \/>\n91211<br \/>\n88156<\/p>\n<p>7. A mobile phone can have up to 5 defects. 200 mobile phones were inspected and 56 defects were observed. What is Zlt?<br \/>\n1.59<br \/>\n1.61<br \/>\n1.63<br \/>\n1.56<\/p>\n<p>8. The main deliverable of Measure Phase is<br \/>\nIdentify the Project<br \/>\nEvaluate current performance<br \/>\nControl Plan<br \/>\nTrain the Process Owner<\/p>\n<p>9. The diameter of a component should be 8mm\u00b12mm. The average diameter is 7 and standard deviation (within) is 1. What is Cp, Cpk?<br \/>\nCp=.67, Cpk=.33<br \/>\nCp=1.67, Cpk=1.33<br \/>\nCp=1.33, Cpk=1<br \/>\nCp=2, Cpk=2<\/p>\n<p>10. An improvement manager collects a product every 30 minutes for testing. What sampling method did the improvement manager use?<br \/>\nRandom Sampling<br \/>\nStratified Sampling<br \/>\nSystematic Sampling<br \/>\nHomogenous Sampling<\/p>\n<h2>Analyze<\/h2>\n<p>1. The Regression equation is Sales= 4430+4.63 Adspend. If Adspend $ 4400, what is expected sales?<br \/>\n24802<br \/>\n20915<br \/>\n20410<br \/>\n21615<\/p>\n<p>2. Type I error is<br \/>\nNull is not true, however we accept Null<br \/>\nNull is true, however we accept Alternate<br \/>\nBoth \u2018a\u2019 and \u2018b\u2019 are correct<br \/>\nNone of the above<\/p>\n<p>3. What is the Alternative Hypothesis in One-Way ANOVA?<br \/>\nAll Variances are equal<br \/>\nNot all Variances are equal<br \/>\nAll Means are equal<br \/>\nNot all Means are equal<\/p>\n<p>4. For the data provided in Table 2, please find Correlation coefficient of the two continuous variables and draw inferences<br \/>\nr=-0.98 and strong negative correlation<br \/>\nr=0.98 and strong positive correlation<br \/>\nr=-0.9 and weak correlation<br \/>\nr=1 and perfect correlation<\/p>\n<p>5. Please comment on correlation between X and Y based on figure 1<br \/>\nStrong negative correlation<br \/>\nWeak negative correlation<br \/>\nStrong positive correlation<br \/>\nWeak positive correlation<\/p>\n<p>6. If Confidence level=90%, which of the following statement is correct?<br \/>\nalpha=5%<br \/>\nbeta=5%<br \/>\nbeta=10%<br \/>\nalpha=10%<\/p>\n<p>7. If continuous X and continuous Y are perfectly correlated, which of the following statements is most appropriate?<br \/>\nX causes Y<br \/>\nX is one of the causes of Y<br \/>\nX has a perfect linear association with Y<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<p>8. Six Sigma Green Belt wants to ascertain whether average transaction time post improvement has reduced. What is the most appropriate test that the GB should carry out? Consider the data to be independent and normally distributed?<br \/>\nF-test<br \/>\nChi-Square Test of Association<br \/>\nSign test<br \/>\n2- sample t test<\/p>\n<p>9. What is the main deliverable of Analyze Phase?<br \/>\nSelected Solution<br \/>\nList of Potential Solutions<br \/>\nValidated Root Causes<br \/>\nControl Charts<\/p>\n<p>10. What tool can help us determine the vital few out of trivial many?<br \/>\nPareto Plots<br \/>\nIshikawa Diagram<br \/>\nDesign of Experiments<br \/>\nPugh Matrix<\/p>\n<h2>Improve<\/h2>\n<p>1. Please refer to the Pugh Matrix in Table 5 . Based on this Pugh matrix, which alternative solution is the most optimum<br \/>\nSolution B<br \/>\nSolution A<br \/>\nSolution D<br \/>\nSolution C<\/p>\n<p>2. Green Belt wants to ascertain whether % defects post improvement has reduced. What is the most appropriate test that the GB should carry out? Consider the sample size to be large<br \/>\n2-proportion-test<br \/>\nANOVA<br \/>\nKrushkal Wallis test<br \/>\n2- sample t test<\/p>\n<p>3. Which technique can be used to generate alternative solutions?<br \/>\nBenchmarking<br \/>\nControl Charts<br \/>\nAttribute Agreement Analysis<br \/>\nPugh Matrix<\/p>\n<p>4. Pilot is important because<br \/>\nIt helps us understand risks<br \/>\nValidate expected results<br \/>\nFacilitates buy in<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<p>5. Supervisor wants to compare the defective % of two teams. Which test should he use?<br \/>\nChi square test<br \/>\nBartlett\u2019s test<br \/>\n2 proportion test<br \/>\n2 variance test<\/p>\n<p>5. It is a method of relying on a panel of experts to anonymously select their responses using a secret ballot process<br \/>\nNominal Group Technique<br \/>\nMulti-voting<br \/>\nDelphi Technique<br \/>\nPugh Matrix<\/p>\n<p>6. If there are three factors, 2 levels of each factor, how many unique combinations are possible for experimentation?<br \/>\n9<br \/>\n6<br \/>\n8<br \/>\n5<\/p>\n<p>7. To check whether Y has improved, we may compare before and after performance using:<br \/>\nSigma Level<br \/>\nCp, Cpk (continuous data)<br \/>\nHypothesis Testing<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<h2>Control<\/h2>\n<p>1. If a control chart is not in control, which of the following inferences is correct?<br \/>\nOnly Common causes are present<br \/>\nOnly Special Causes are present<br \/>\nSpecial and Common causes are present<br \/>\nNeither Special nor Common are present<\/p>\n<p>2. The quality manager inspects 100 mobiles every day. He checks whether the mobiles are working or not. He would like to control chart this data. What is the most appropriate control chart to use in this case?<br \/>\nnp<br \/>\nc<br \/>\nu<br \/>\nI-MR<\/p>\n<p>3. Green Belt wants to control chart delivery time of pizzas. Green Belt inspects delivery time of 5 random selected pizzas every evening from 6pm &#8211; 9pm. Consider the data to be normally distributed, what control chart should be used?<br \/>\nnp chart<br \/>\np chart<br \/>\nXbar-R<br \/>\nI-MR<\/p>\n<p>4. Which of the following test for special causes is not used for \u2018p\u2019 chart?<br \/>\n6 points increasing or decreasing<br \/>\n14 points alternating up and down<br \/>\n4 out of 5 points more than 1 standard deviation from centre line<br \/>\n9 points in a row on the same side of the centre line<\/p>\n<p>5. Please refer to Figure 3 and comment<br \/>\nIndividual and Moving Range Charts are in control<br \/>\nOnly Individual chart is in control<br \/>\nOnly Moving Range chart is in control<br \/>\nNeither charts are in control<\/p>\n<p>6. We use control charts to monitor<br \/>\nXs (inputs)<br \/>\nY (output)<br \/>\nBoth \u2018a\u2019 and \u2018b\u2019<br \/>\nAssessment of Performance<\/p>\n<p>7. Process Owner is monitoring number of errors in a transaction. Process Owner inspects 5% of the total transactions in a day. The number of transactions varies every day. What type of control chart should be used?<br \/>\nu chart<br \/>\np chart<br \/>\nc chart<br \/>\nnp chart<\/p>\n<p>8. A control plan may have<br \/>\nRisk Mitigation plan<br \/>\nAudit Plan<br \/>\nStatistical Process Control Plan<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<p>9. Benefit\/s of Poka Yoke devices<br \/>\nReduction\/elimination in formal training programs<br \/>\nReduction\/elimination of inspection<br \/>\nReduction\/elimination of rework<br \/>\nAll of the above<\/p>\n<p>10. The chest measurement of 20 shirts is inspected per day. What is the most appropriate control chart to detect the presence of special cause?<br \/>\np chart<br \/>\nI-MR<br \/>\nXbar-R<br \/>\nXbar-S\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Name of the Organisation : Benchmark Six Sigma Pvt. Ltd. Exam : Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Exam Subject : Background,Analyze,Define,Measure,etc Document Type : Sample Question Paper Website : https:\/\/www.benchmarksixsigma.com\/sample-question-papers\/ Benchmark Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Sample Paper You can [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":8,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[167],"tags":[819],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/33863"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/8"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=33863"}],"version-history":[{"count":0,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/33863\/revisions"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=33863"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=33863"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=33863"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
